
Raymarine Dragonfly-4 Pro Fishfinder-Chartplotter $500

 

Superior fishing electronics made incredibly simple by Raymarine! Comes complete with transducer and Lighthouse NZ Chart.

Change your underwater view and catch more fish with the Dragonfly 4 and 5 wide-spectrum CHIRP DownVisionâ„¢ technology. Easily
identify fish and underwater objects with photo-like sonar images. Dragonflyâ€™s all-weather, high-definition color LCD display looks
sharp from every angle. Step up to a smarter species of sonar with Dragonfly.

The Dragonfly Difference:
A leap into the future of sonar, Dragonfly sonars employ true wide spectrum CHIRP technology. With wide spectrum CHIRP more sonar
signals are transmitted into the water, allowing Dragonfly to interpret more detail, target more fish, and image structure with unmatched
clarity.

CHRIP DownVisionâ„¢ - Simply The Best Imaging Sonar:
CHIRP DownVisionâ„¢ will change your underwater view with incredibly clear, photo-like sonar images. Dragonflyâ€™s CHIRP
DownVisionâ„¢ surpasses ordinary imaging sonars with superior deep water performance to 600ft (180m) and reliable high speed bottom
tracking.

A Better View:
Each Dragonfly is engineered with optical bonding LCD display technology. Once only available on high end marine displays,
Dragonflyâ€™s all weather optically bonded displays deliver brighter colors, sharper contrast, and are guaranteed to never fog up.

Dual-Channel CHIRP:
CHIRP DownVisionâ„¢ plus a CHIRP-powered fish targeting channel for conventional sonar imagery. Dual-channel sonar is available on
all Dragonfly models except the Dragonfly 4DV.



Connect & Share Wirelessly:
Dragonfly PRO models feature built in Wi-Fi. Anglers can stream Dragonfly sonar data right to their smartphone or tablet with the
Raymarine Wi-Fishâ„¢ mobile app. The Wi-Fish mobile app puts Dragonfly sonar vision right in the palm of your hand, plus you can rewind
and capture sonar images to share online with friends.

The Best Maps:
Dragonfly models with GPS built in give you the choice of Navionics, C-MAP by Jeppesen or Raymarine LightHouse compatible charts.
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